Buy Pre-Owned Worry Free
With Max Madsen’s
150 mile/3-day Exchange Offer!
“MAX MADSEN’S” CONDITIONAL PRE-OWNED EXCHANGE OFFER:
During the first 3 days or 150 miles of use after the date of purchase (whichever comes
first / if Dealership is closed on 3rd day; next work day applies) purchaser may exchange
an eligible pre-owned vehicle at the selling dealership for another eligible pre-owned
vehicle (eligibility details below; inquire with dealership on any additional info. required).
If the purchase price of the vehicle being exchanged-for is less or more than the
purchase price of the vehicle being returned, the purchaser will receive credit or will owe
for the difference accordingly; any down-payments and/or actual trade-in value / trade
payoff amounts due - will transfer to the exchange transaction (See ‘Trade Allowance’
details on ‘Offer’ signature page). Exchange and offer may be formatted as a trade-in; at
dealership discretion.
If purchaser financed the first transaction; the terms (interest rate, loan term, down
payment required, etc.) may change as the result of exchange vehicle (per the
discretion of the lender); if a loan approval cannot be secured for an exchange vehicle
(and purchaser cannot provide payment in full otherwise); then no exchange offer can
be made, and the original transaction remains valid.

EXCHANGE OFFER TERMS & EXCLUSIONS



Exchange vehicle must be returned in the condition it was originally delivered to
the purchaser in - without damage or excessive wear and use (See ‘Vehicle
Inspection’ details on ‘Offer’ signature page.






No Fleet purchased / leased vehicles apply.
No Vehicles used commercially, for livery, taxi, delivery services or similar apply.
Purchasers may only exercise an exchange 1-time in a transaction sequence.

EXCHANGE OFFER IS NOT TRANSFERRABLE.
(1)

Max Madsen’s 150 mile/3-day Pre-Owned Exchange Offer
Signature page (2)

Year/Make/Model:

________________________________________________________________

Last 6 of VIN: _______________________________________________________
Customer Name: _______________________________ Delivery Date: ____________________

Customer Signature: _________________________________________________________
Dealer Representative Signature: ____________________________________________
Trade Allowance
‘Actual trade-in value’ and ‘Trade Allowance’ amounts may differ; Trade Allowance may be specific to
negotiated terms and may not be the same amount on exchanged-for vehicles.

Vehicle Inspection
Any vehicle returned under the 3-Day/150-Mile Vehicle Exchange offer will be inspected by the dealer
for damage and excessive wear and use. If non-warranty repairs equal to or greater than $300 have
been performed or are necessary as a result of the customer’s use of the vehicle, the vehicle is not
eligible to be returned. If less than $300, eligibility is at Dealership discretion - the damage amount /
repair estimate will be deducted from the credit amounts. Vehicles that have had non-original vehicle manufacturer (aftermarket) accessories installed by the purchaser (e.g. performance modifications,
audio system alterations, paintwork, etc.) will be disqualified for the exchange offer.

